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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let d be a grid partition of the plane R* with grid lines x = i, y = i, 
x+y=i, and x-y=i, where i = . . . . - 1, 0, 1, . . This partition is 
sometimes called a type-2 or uniform criss-cross triangulation, and it forms 
a 4-direction mesh. Let d and k be nonnegative integers. We denote by 
Sk,(d) the space of all functions in C“(R*) whose restriction to each 
triangular cell of the partition A is a restriction of an element of zd, the 
space of all polynomials in x and y of total degree at most d. Sk,(d) is called 
a space of bivariate splines. Clearly, for S:(n) to be nonempty, we must 
have d> k. We will only study the case where d is the smallest integer m(k) 
such that Sk,(d) contains at least one locally supported (1s) functionf; and 
by this, we mean that f is not identically zero, but vanishes outside a com- 
pact set. It is well known that m(3r) = 4r + 1, ~(3 + 1) = 4r + 2, and 
m(3r+2)=4r+4, r=O, l,... (cf. [S] and [9]). The support of an 1s 
function f in S;(A) is the closure of the set on which f does not vanish and 
is denoted by supp(f). A set S is called a minimal support of S:(A) if there 
is some Sin Sk,(d) with supp(f) = S, but there does not exist a nontrivial g 
in Sk,(A) with supp(g) properly contained in S. For both theoretical and 
application purposes, it is important to determine all functions in S:(A) 
with minimal supports, and these functions will be called minimal suppor- 
ted (ms) bivariate splines. 
Let Sz = [0, n,] @ [0, n,], where n, and n2 are are positive integers, and 
denote the space of all restrictions of functions in S:(A) on Q by Sk,(A, Q). 
It is also well known (cf. [9]) that 
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dimSj;+,(d,Q)=2 w,+[3 (r;2)-2] (n, +a,) 
+ (4r;3)-4(r;2)+2, 
dim,:::(A,.~)=n,n2.[2(1:2)-l](n,+n2) 
+ (4’:4)-4(r;2)+l, 
and 
dim S:;;i(d, Q)= 3 n,n,+[3(r;3)-3](n,+rr,) 
+ (4r;6)-4(r;3)+3. 
Hence, the spaces S::+,(d), S::::(d), and Sj;zi(d) should have two, one, 
and three “linearly independent” 1s bivariate splines, respectively. In [S], 
de Boor and HGllig constructed two ms bivariate splines in S:;+,(d) and 
one ms one in S:;::(d). It is therefore natural to expect that S:;:;(d) has 
three ms functions. In this paper, we will construct two ms bivariate splines 
in Sj;zi(d) and prove, surprisingly, that -very ms function in this space 
with convex support is som constant multiple of a translate of one of 
them. Hence, the notion of quasi-minimal supported (qms) bivariate 
splines is introduced as follows: 
A function fin S:(d) will be called a qms bivariate spline if 
(i) f cannot be written as a (finite) linear combination of ms 
bivariate splines in S;(d), and 
(ii) for any h in S;(d) with supp(h) properly contained in supp(f), h 
is some (finite) linear combination of ms bivariate splines in Sk,(d). 
We will construct a qms bivariate spline in S:;::(d), and prove that any 
qms function in this space with convex support is some constant multiple 
of a translate of this function modulo a ms function. Hence, together with 
the two ms bivariate splines, these three functions are the “unique” 1s ones 
with “smallest” possible convex supports, and it can be shown that they 
generate all 1s bivariate splines in this space. We remark that when the 
definition of minimal support was given in [S], the word “uniqueness” was 
used but no further discussion was included. In fact, the problem of uni- 
queness is still open if the convexity assumption is not imposed. We will 
use the ntation K:(d) to denote the subspace of all Is functions in S$(A), 
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and /,$(A, Q) the subspace of $(A, Sz) that consists of all restrictions of 
@(A) on Q. We will show that the three 1s bivariate splines (two ms and 
one qms) in Sj; z $(A) form a spanning set of ZSj;z :(A, Q), but somewhat 
surprisingly, #;::(A, Q) is all of S::Ti(A, Sz) if and only if r = 0 or 1. 
Hence, if r > 2, some functions in S:: z :( A, Q) cannot be locally produced. 
These results were announced in [6]. In addition, some algebraic and 
approximation properties of the ms and qms bivariate splines in S:;::(A) 
will also be included in this paper. 
To study minimal and quasi-minimal supports, we need the following 
notation. Iff is an 1s function in S;(A) whose support is a convex polygon, 
it is clear that none of its vertices lies on the intersection of two grid lines, 
and we will denote its support by 
swp(f)= id,, 4, ...I 4-1, 
where d,, d,, . . . . d, are nonnegative integers, indicating the number of units 
(i.e., horizontal or vertical edges, or diagonals) of the partition A in the 
“directions” e, - e2, e, , . . . . - e2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 below. 
Here, and throughout, we use the usual notation e, = (1,0) and e, = (0, 1). 
For convenience, we will also use the notation 
S I = S;;=;(A) S,(Q) = %:$(A, Q) 
IS,= IS:;;:(A) IS,(Q) = lS;;=:(A, Q). 
It will be seen that the special case r = 0 is particularly important since the 
general case is based on this example. Hence, we devote Section 3 to this 
special case. In Section 2 we discuss some preliminary results on cone 
splines (or truncated powers) which will be used as tools to prove that cer- 
tain supports are minimal or quasi-minimal The general case of S, is 
studied in Section 4. 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we give explicit formulation of two bases of S,(Q). These 
bases have been introduced in [9] where certain linear equations must be 
solved. In the multivariate setting, the functions we discuss here are called 
truncated powers in [ 111 and cone splines in [4]. We first consider the 
case r = 0. Let 
1 
x3(2y - x) 
A,ky)= @-Y)Y3 
0 
/ (x+y14 
A,(-6 Y) = 
1 
4y4 + (x - y)3(5x + 3y) 
4y4 
0 
i 
(Y-3X)(X +y13 
A,kY)= (Y-x)3(Y+3x) 
0 
Y(2x+Y) 
B,(x,y)= 1 x3(x+2y) 
0 
4Y4 
4(x3 Y) = 
(x-~)~+x~(~x+ 16~) 
(X-YJ4 
0 
for x30 and yax 
for ~30 and y<x 
otherwise 
for x+y>O and x<O 
for x>O and y>x 
for y>O and y<x 
otherwise 
for x+y>O and x,<O 
for x>O and y>x 
otherwise 
for y>O and x+y<O 
for x+y>O and x<O 
otherwise 
for y>O and x+y<O 
for x+y>O and x60 
for x>O and y3x 
otherwise 
and 
B3b,y)= -A,(X,J'). 
Also, set Aj(x, y) = A,(x - i, y-j) and &(x, J)) = B,(x - i, y-j), and con- 
sider the collections 
EQ=E,uE,uE, and F=F,uF,uF,, 
where 
E, = {AT: i= -2, .,., n,-l,j= -2,...,n,-1) 
E,= {Ag:i= -l,..., n,,j= -2 ,..., n,-I, 
with(i,j)#(-I, --1),(-l, -Z),(O, -2)) 
and 
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E,= (A$ i=O, . . . . n, + l,j= -2, . . . . n2- 1, 
with(i,j)#(O, -l),(O, -2),(n,+l,n,-1)) 
F, = { BjJ: i= - 1, . . . . n,+2,j=-2,...,n,-1) 
F,= {By: i=O, . . . . n, + l,j= -2, . . . . n,- 1, 
with(i,j)#(n,+l, -1) (n,+l, -2),(n,, -2)) 
F,={BY:i=-l,..., n,,j=-2 ,..., n,--1, 
with (i,j)#(n,, -l), (n,, -2), (-l,n,- I)}. 
We have the following. 
LEMMA 1. Each f? and F is a basis of S,(Q). 
ProoJ We only consider l?’ since the proof for F is identical. Let 
fb, .Y) = i 1 a!!A,“k y), 
k=l i/ 
where all elements of E are used. Iff vanishes on the triangle with vertices 
(0, 0), (1, 0), and (4, t), then we have M,p, = 0 and M,p, = 0, where 
-0 0 0 -1 -1 0 1 -9 -9 
0 0 0 1 1 0 2 -4 -4 
M,= 1 1 1 0 002 0 0 
-1 -1 -1 0 041 1 1 
0 0 0 1 200 2 4 
0 0 0 0 000 2 4 
-0 12 0 000 2 4 
M, = 
1 1 -1 2 0 0 2 
0 0 2 0212 
11 1 4 2 1 4 
0 2 0 0216 
1 1 4 8216 
14 1 8 2 1 8 
1 3 3 16 1 I 5 
(4, f), we have M,p, = 0, where 
with vertices (0, 0), (0, l), and 
222 
M,= 
-1 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 -1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
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0 -1 -1 0 1 -9 -9 
0 1 1 0 2 -4 -4 
0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 
1 0 002 0 0 
-1 0 041 1 1 
0 1 200 2 4 
0 0 000 1 2 
0 0 000 1 2 
2 0 000 2 4 
and p3= [a~Oa;1,0a;2.0a~-‘a~~2a~0 + a,I,Oa;,-I + a;,-‘a;.-‘a:,-‘]‘. 
Hence, p, = p2 = p3 = 0, and in particular, 
By considering f(x, y) = 0 on the triangle with vertices (0, l), ($, j), and 
(1, l), we also have LX>” =0 and a:~-’ = 0, so that CZ;~,O = 0 and a$-' = 0. 
This takes care of the first unit square. By repeating the same process on 
each of the squares on the first row, then the second row, and so forth, we 
may conclude that E” is a linearly independent set on Q, and since its car- 
dinality agrees with the dimension of S,(Q), it forms a basis of this space. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
To consider the general case r > 0, we introduce the integral operators 
(Jof)(x> Y) = j-I f(s, Y) ds 
-cc 
(J,f)(x, Y) = j?-(S~ VI ds 
x 
(Jzf’)k Y) = [’ f(x, t) dt 
-00 
(J,f.)(x,y)=~~’ f(u, u+y-x)du 
--oo 
(J4f.)(~,~)=l~f(u,~fy-~)du 
x 
and set 
In addition, let 
D=D,D;-D;D,, d=-D, 
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where, as usual, 
Hence, it follows that 
where I is the identity operator on S,, r 2 1. It is clear that ifs E S, ~, , then 
Js and Js are in S,. We also have the following. 
LEMMA 2. For any sES, where r> 1, Ds= -& is in S,+,. 
ProoJ Let Q, and Q, be two adjacent cells of the partition A with com- 
mon grid line defined by the linear equation Z(x, y) = 0. For any s E S,, let 
pi=s In,, i = 1,2. Then since s E C3r+ 2, we have 
PI -p* = 13’+3q, 
where q is a polynomial of total degree r + 1 (cf. [S]). Now, it is clear that 
D(p,-p2)=(3r+3)---(3r)[D,IDiI -DfZD21]13’-1q 
+ 13(r-1)+3q=13(r~I)+3q 
for some polynomial 4 of total degree r. That is, Ds is in C3”- ‘I+* in the 
closure of Q, u Q2, and is a polynomial of total degree 3(r - 1) + 3 + r = 
4(r - 1) + 4. This proves that Ds is in S, , . 
Next, consider the collections 
I? = Ys: s E Ii? } 
and 
F= {J’XSEP). 
Clearly, E’ and F are subcollections of S,. In fact, by using Lemma 2 and 
Lema 1 consecutively, it can be seen that any function in /S,(Q) is a linear 
combination of functions in E’, and is also a linear combination of 
functions in F. 
We also need the functions 
A;,,=J’A, and B,,, = J’Bi, 
where i = 1, 2, 3. By simple computation, it can be shown that 
Ai,r I r;~Oand.r+r,~O=(X+Y)3r+6~ipi 
A i,r I yaOand,r,-.r<O=Y 
3r+2+1- 
P, 
B,,, 1 .v > o and ‘; + ,’ < o = Y3’ + * + ‘9; 
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and 
Bi,r I x.Oandy-xx0 = (X-Y)3r+6q 
for some polynomials pi, pi, qi, and 4, of total degrees r - 2 + i, r + 2 - i, 
r + 2 - i, and Y - 2 + i, respectively, where i = 1,2, 3. Set 
Pi=Pi,l +Pi,2 
Pi=Pi,l +Pi,Z 
4i = 4i.l + qi,2 
and 
4i=4i,* +qi,2, 
where pi,, , pi,, , qi,, , Si,, are homogeneous polynomials of degrees r - 2 + i, 
r+2-i, r+2-i, r-2+i, respectively, and pi,2r pi,2, qi,2, qr,2 are 
polynomials of degree r - 3 + i, r + 1 - i, r + 1 - i, r - 3 + i, respectively. 
We need the following. 
LEMMA 3. For each i = 1, 2, 3, pi,, is not divisible by x + y, pi,, and q,,, 
are not divisible by y, and qi,, is not divisible by x-y. 
Proof It is sufficient o prove this result for p,,, , since the others can be 
verified in the same manner. Suppose, on the contrary, that 
P,.,(xfY)=Y4x>Y) 
for some polynomial u of degree r. Then 
NY 3r+3/j,]=Dr[y3r+4~+y3r+3~,,2] 
=c, y4+c2y3 
for some constants c, and c2. On the other hand, we also have 
D’A t.r I y>Oandypx<O =A, lyaoandy-x<o 
=y3(2x-y). 
Hence, 2x - y - c, y + c2 which is a contradiction. 
3. RESULTS ON So 
In order to study the general case S,, it is necessary to establish several 
results for r =O. We first discuss the 1s functions s in So with 
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supp(s) = {d,, . . . . d,} such that d,, . . . . d8 are the smallest possible. Such 
bivariate spline functions will be said to have smallest 8-tuple supports. 
LEMMA 4. The supports of the nontrivial 1s functions in S, with smallest 
8-tuple supports are 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, q, 
or 
{ 0, 2,0,-z 0,-L 032 1, 
(TO, LO, 2, 0,2,0>. 
Proof. Let SE So with supp(s) = {d,, . . . . dg}. We first determine the 
smallest d,, dS, d3. Without loss of generality, assume that the lower left 
vertex of supp(s) is at the origin. Let 
8=[-d,-l,d,+l]]@[-l,d,+l]. 
By Lemma 1, with a simple translation along the x-axis, we may write 
s(x,.Y)= i {C ak,d,A~“(x,y)+ak,d2~1A;12-‘~o(x,y) 
k=l 
+ “’ +ak,0&“(x3y)l + [ak,~IA;“‘(x,y)+ak,-~A,2’2(x,y) 
+ “. + ak,.-d,A;d’“‘(x, y)] > 
for all (x, y) in 
Since s(x, y) = 0 for all (x, y) in the triangles A1 and 1, where the vertices of 
1, are (-d,,d,), (-d,,d,+l), (-d,-i, d,+j) and those of A, are 
(d2, 0), (d2+ l,O), (d,+ 4, +), and A,, A2cA, we have the linear system 
a,,, + 2a,,, + . . . + dza,,,, = 0 
al,o+al,, + ... +a,,,,=0 
a,,o+a,,p,+ ... +a,,-,,=0 
a2,0 + a2,1 + . . . + a2,+ = 0 
a,,-,+2a,,-,+ ... +d,a3,-d,=0 
a3,0 + a3, ~ 1 + ... +a3,-,, =O. 
(1) 
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The smallest nonnegative integers d, and d2 for which the linear system has 
a nontrivial solution are given by the paris 
{;;I:> {;;I;? {;;I;. 
Similarly, by using the other basis in Lemma 1, the smallest d, and d, for a 
nontrivial solution are the pairs 
{:;:;T {;;I;? {:I:;. 
Hence, the “smallest” triples (d, , d,, d3) are 
(1, 1, l), (0,2,0), (LO, 2). 
By the symmetry of the grid d, we can conclude that the “smallest” 8-tuples 
are the required ones. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
In Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c, we give the BCzier representation of three 
functionsfy,fi, andf: in So with supports { 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, l}, (0, 2,0, 2, 
0, 2, 0,2}, and { 2,&L 0, 2,0, 2, O}, respectively. f y and f i were construc- 
ted by Sablonniere in [ 161, and f i was constructed in [7]. 
It is stragithforward to verify that supp(f y) and supp(f y) are minimal, 
but is not clear iffy and f: are the only two ms functions in S,. At this 
stage, we can only show that f y and f i are the only two ms functions with 
convex supports in S,, in the sense that any such function (denoted by 
“ems function” in S,) is a constant multiple of some translate off y or f t. 
We conjecture, however, that S, has no nonconvex supported ms splines. 
Similarly, we will also show that f i is “unique” among functions with con- 
vex quasi-minimal supports (cqms), and again conjecture that S, has no 
qms splines with nonconvex supports. 
Throughout, we will use the notation 
and 
c= {c,f;,:jEZ’, c,constant}, 
i = 1,2, 3. We have the following result. 
(2) 
PROPOSITION 1. f 7 and f y are ms functions in So and f y is a qms function 
in S,. Furthermore, f y, f :, and f t are unique among functions with convex 
supports in the sense that iff is a ems function in S, then f E q u q, and i..f 
is cqms in S, then f-g E q for some g E E with supp( g) c supp( f ). 
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b 
FIGURE 2 
Proof: We first prove that f 7 and f y are ms bivariate splines. Although 
there is a more direct proof, we introduce the following procedure which 
can be adopted for the general case S,. Suppose that f 6 S, with 
SUPP(f J = SUPP(f?). 
Let supp(f)c{d, ,..., d,}c{l,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}. Since d,+d,>2 and 
d, + d, Z 2, in order that f f 0, we must have d, = d2 = d8 = 1. Similarly, 
d,= . . . = d8 = 1. From the linear system (l), we have 
a l,1 = al,ol a 2.0 = - a,,, , a2, 1 = a,, , a 3, I = a,, - -0 
640/52.2-S 
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so that, for (x, y) E A, 
and this yields f- cfi = 0 on A for some constant c #O. This shows that 
suPP(f- cfl) $ supp(f7) such that the smallest 8-tuple support off- cfy 
is properly contained in { 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 }, contradicting Lemma 4, 
unless f - cf y E 0. This proves not only that f y is ms, but it is also the uni- 
que one with support contained in supp(f 7). 
Suppose that supp( f) c supp( f y), and let supp( f) c {d, , . . . . d, > c 
(0, 2,0,2,0, 2,0, 2). Then by the same argument as above, {d,, . . . . d,} = 
{ 0 2, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 2}, and for (x, y) E A, 
f(x, y)= al,,(A:*o- 2Ay+ A~O)(x, y) 
+ u2,2( -A;~O + A:,O)(x, y). 
In particular, on the triangle A3 with vertices (0, 0), (0, l), and (1, 0), we 
have, for some constant c, 
g(x,.Y) :=f(w)-cf%w) 
Hence, g E So with supp(g) c {a,, . . . . a,} c {0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2} such that 
2, > 1. This contradicts the above conclusion, unless g = 0, off = cf :. 
Next, we will prove that f t is qms. Let f E So such that 
supp(f) = {d, . . . . 43) = (2, 0, 2, 0, 220 2,O) 
which is the support of ft. Then from this inclusion property and the 
property that d, + d2 > 2, . . . . d, + d, > 2, it is not difficult to verify that we 
have either (d,, d2) = (2,O) or (d,, d,) = (0,2). If (d,, d2) = (0, 2), then by 
the same argument, we must have d, = 2, (d,, de) = (0,2), so that 
supp( f) c (0, 2,0, 2,0,2,0,2} = supp(f ;), and f must be a constant mul- 
tiple off i, Now suppose that (d, , d2) = (2,O). Then from the linear system 
(l), we have 
a,,0 = a2,o = 0, u2,-1= -a2,-2, U3.0 = u3.p2, 
U 3.p1 = -2U3.w2, 
so that for (x, y) E A, we have 
f(x,Y)=u,,~,(-A,l,'+A,2,2)(X,y) 
+ u,,-,(Ay - 24’3’ +A,2,2)(X,y). 
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In particular, for (x, y) in the triangle A4 with vertices (- 1, l), (0, 0), 
(1, I), we have 
j-(x, y) = a,,-,(A$O- 2A,‘J + A,2J)(X, y) 
and it follows that 
g(x, Y) :=fk Y) - CLm Y) 
vanishes on this triangle, where c, is some constant. Now, by using a 
similar argument, we have supp( g) c {0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2}, so that 
g=c2f:, or f=clf~+C*f;. 
Hence, if supp(f) is properly contained in supp(ft), then c1 = 0 or 
f=c,fi, wherefi’ is ms. This conclusion also implies that j%j is the only ms 
spline with supp(f!$ G supp(ft), so that fi cannot be written as a linear 
combination of ms splines in So. That is,fi is qms. We remark, in addition, 
that if f is qms with suppf~ supp(f’?), then f is unique in the sense that 
f’=cLpi+c*f~, Cl #O. 
From the Btzier represenation off: andft (cf. Fig. 2), it is clear thatfcan- 
not vanish anywhere inside supp(fy). This shows that supp(f) must be a 
convex set. 
We now consider the question of uniqueness. Let g be an 1s function in 
So such that supp( g) is a convex set. Since no vertex of supp( g) lies in the 
intersection of only two grid lines, we have 
supp(g) = id,, .‘.> d,), 
where d , , . . . . d, are nonnegative integers. From the proof of Lemma 4, we 
have 
d, + d, > 2, . . . . d, + d, > 2, 
d, + d, + d3 = d, + d6 + d, 
d,+d,+d,=d,+d,+d,. 
(3) 
Suppose that both 
d, + d2 + d3 3 4 
and 
d, + d, + d, 3 4 
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are satisfied. Then it is easy to verify that supp(g) must contain one of the 
following 8-tuple regions: 
(0, 2, 2, 0,2,0,2,2}, (1, 1,2,0,2,0,2, I>, 
{ TO, LO, 2, 0,2, O}, (3, 1, 1, 1, 3,0,2,0}. 
Since each of these four regions contains the support of a translate off:, g 
is not minimal supported. In addition, the same observation implies that if 
g is qms, supp(g) must be the support of a translatefi, namely, {2,0,2,0, 
2,0, 2, O}. The above argument, therefore, implies that 
g=clf~,+czf$? c, zo, 
for some j E 2’. This proves the “uniqueness” off i. 
Suppose that at least one of (d, + d, + d3) and (d, + d8 + d, ) is smaller 
than 4. By symmetry of the mesh, we may assume, without loss of 
generality, that d, + d, + d, < 3. Using (3), we then have 
1 d d,, d, d 3, 
and consequently, 
O<d,,d3,ds,d7<1, 
dd,d,> 1. 
It follows that supp( g) is a finite union of some supp( f y,i) and supp( f &), 
where ij E Z*. Hence, if g is ms, we must have supp( g) = supp(f &) or 
supp( f &); the above conclusion implies that g is a constant multiple off y,i 
or f iJ. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
4. RESULTS ON S,,ra 1 
Let M be the ms spline in S:(d) first introduced by Zwart [17], Powell 
[ 141, and Powell and Sabin [ 151 independently, and later studied in detail 
in [lo]. Its support and Btzier representation are given in Fig. 3. We now 
construct f;, i = 1, 2, 3, by convolution, namely, 
f;=fP*E 
As before, let T:, i = 1, 2, 3, be the collection of all constant multiples of 
translates off I. It is clear that 
supp(f;)={r+l,r+l,r+l,r+l,r+l,r+l,r+l,r+l} 
supp(f;)= {r,r+2,r,r+2,r, r+2, r, r+2} 
and 
suPP(f;)= {r+2, r,r+2, r, r+2, r, r+2,r}. 
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FIGURE 3 
We will see that f; and f; are ms functions in S, andf; is a qms function in 
S,. The following lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 5. The supports of the nontrivial Is functions in S, with smallest 
8-tuple supports are 
(r+l,r+l,r+l,r+l,r+l,r+l,r+l,r+l} 
{r, r+2,r, r+2, r, r+2, r, r+2} 
(r+2,r,r+2,r,r+2,r, r+2,r}. 
Proof: Let (d, , . . . . d,) be an 8-tuple support of a nontrivial 1s function f 
in S,. We first determine the smallest d,, d,, d,, so that by a rotation, the 
other integers can be determined. The procedure of our proof follows that 
of Lemma 4 and we use the same notation such as d, /1, I,, and &. Hence, 
an expression of D’f which is similar to that of s in the proof of Lemma 5 is 
obtained. Here, we recall that D = 0: D, - D, 0:. Applying the operator J’, 
we have 
f(& Y) = SD’f(x, Y) 
= (a,Ayy + . ‘. +aOA~;P+a-,A;,l,‘f ... +aP,,AyV1 
+ b dl Ad2,0+ 2,r . . . + b Ao.0 + bp A -1.’ + . . . + be- 0 27 I 2,r 4 A -4.4 27 
+ CdlA~;o+ ..’ +coLq;+c~,A,-,‘~‘+ ‘.. +c-d,A,rd’sd)(X,y) 
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for all (x, y) E A. Since the above expression is obtained by using operator 
S and Ai, = J’A i, andf vanishes on 1, u AZ, it can be seen that the follow- 
ing identities hold, 
a,*Af;“+ ‘.. +aoL4y=o 
a,Ay+ ... +a-,,A,:“~“‘=0 
b Adz,“+ . . . +b,&;=O 
d2 2,’ 
b AO,O+ . . . +b- 0 2,’ 4 ~-+‘1-0 2,’ - 
C,Ap;“+ ... +coL4y=o 
coL4y+ ..’ +c-,,Ay_Pl,dl=O 
for all (x, y) E ;I, u &. Observe, however, that 
/qP,(x,y) =(X-i)‘+‘y3’+3+O(y3’+3), (x3 Y) E 2, 
AIr:‘i(x,y) =(x+i)‘-‘(x+y)3’+5+o((x+y)3’+5), (X*Y)E~z 
AyJ(x,y) =(X-i)‘y3’+4+O(y3’+4), (X,Y)E~, 
A$qx, y)=(x+i)‘(x+y)3’+4+O((X+y)3’+4), (x3 Y) E A2 
Aygx, y) =(x-i)‘-’ y3’+5+O(y3’+5), (X,Y)El, 
and 
Agfqx,y) =(x+i)‘+‘(x+p)3’+3+O((X+y)3’+3), (x, Y) E J.2, 
where o(z’) denotes a term with a factor z’ where the largest t is smaller 
than s. Hence, the three pairs of identities we obtained above become 
2 a;(x-j)‘+‘=O 
2 bi(x - i)’ = 0 
i=o 
;$obe;(x-i)‘=O 
f ci(x-j)‘-‘=o 
i=O 
-- 2 
i~oc~i(x+i)‘+l=o. 
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It now follows that the smallest pairs (d,, d2) that allow nontrivial 
solutions of {ai, bi, ci} in these three pairs of identities must be 
(r + 1, r + 1 ), (r, r + 2), and (Y + 2, r). Similarly, by using the spanning set 
F, the smallest pairs (d,, d3) are (r + 1, Y + 1 ), (r + 2, r), and (Y, r + 2). This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
We are now ready to establish the main theorem of the paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let r > 0. Then f; and f; are ms functions in S,. and f; is a 
qms function in S,. Furthermore, f;, f 5, and f; are unique among functions 
with convex supports in the sense that if f is ems in S,, then f E T; u T;, and 
if f is cqms in S,, then f - g E T; for some g E T; with supp( g) c supp( f ). In 
addition, f i, f ;, and f 5 together form a (positive) partition of unity; that is, 
f;,f;,f;2oand 
1 i f;(.-j)E 1. 
jeZ2i=l 
Proof The proof follows almost exactly as that of Proposition 1. For 
instance, in proving that f; is ms, the only required change is extending A, 
to the set supp(f ;) n ((x, y): 0 <X + y < 1 }, and in proving that f; is qms, 
the required change is replacing A, by the set supp( f ;) n {(x, y): 0 < y 6 1). 
To study the question of uniqueness, (3) must be replaced by 
d, + d, > 2r + 2, . . . . d, + d, > 2r + 2 
d, + d, + d, = dS + d, + d, (5) 
d,+d,+d,=d,+d,+d,. 
Then it can be proved that if the inequalities 
d,+d,+d,g3r+4 
and 
d,+d,+d,>3r+4 
are satislied, the 8-tuple {d,, . . . . d,} which was assumed to be the support 
of an 1s function g in S, must contain one of the following four 8-tuple 
regions: 
{r,r+2,r+2,r,r+2,r,r+2,r+2} 
{r+l,r+l,r+2,r,r+2,r,r+2,r+l) 
{r+2, r, r+2, r,r+2,r, r+2, r} 
{r+3,r+ l,r+ l,r+ 1, r+3, r, r+2, r}. 
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Since each of these four regions contains supp(h) for some h E T;, g is not 
ms. In addition, if g is qms, the support of g must be the support of a trans- 
late off;, namely the third 8-tuple support listed above. This proves “uni- 
queness” off; . 
If d,+d,+d,<3r+3 or d,+d,+di,<3r+3, then (5) implies d2,d4, 
d6, d8 2 Y + 1. The same argument as that in the proof of Proposition 1 
yields that if g is ms, then supp(g) = supp(f ;,,) or supp(f ;,i), where the 
second subscript i denotes some translate by i E Z2. 
The prove the identity (4), we recall that the special case r = 0 was 
already obtained in [7] (cf. [7, Theorem 21). Since it can be verified that 
M’*l = 1, the proof of the theorem is completed. 
Next, we discuss the problem of local basis. Analogous to a result of de 
Boor and Hollig (cf. [4, Proposition 4.21 and [S, Theorem 2]), we have 
the following. Since the proof is similar to the one given in [3], we do not 
include it here. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a closed convex set. Then the collection 
{f ;,;, f &,i, f &:i E Zz n G) spans the space 
{fG:wp(f)=G). 
Using this result, we are now ready to prove the following. 
THEOREM 2. IS,(Q) = S,(Q) if and only if r = 0, 1. 
Proof Suppose that IS,(Q) = S,(Q). Then the above proposition 
implies that S,(Q) is spanned by 
{ f~ r; u T; u T; : supp( f) n Q # aa>. 
Hence, dim S,(Q) does not exceed the dimension of this spanning set, 
which in turn, does not exceed the upper bound 
(n, + 3r + l)(n, + 3r + 1) + (n, + 3r + 2)(n2 + 3r+ 2) 
+ (n, + 3r + 3)(n, + 3r + 3) = 3n,n, + (9r + 6)(n, + nz) 
+ (3rt 1)2+(3r+2)2+(3r+3)2. 
This yields the inequality 
3 -3<9r+6 
or r2-r<O, so that r=O, 1. 
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Conversely, assume that r = 0 or 1, so that 
3(r + 2) > (4r + 4). (6) 
Let P= span{&,, . . . . pfiyiJj, where 3r+2<sd164r+4, (i,j)eZ2, 
p&(x, y) = (x - i)‘-’ y”, 
p$~,j(x,y)=(x+y-i-j)‘-“(y-x-j+i)”, 
p&(x, Y) = (Y -jF3 x”, 
and 
p$l’,,(x,y)=(x-y-i-j)‘-“(x+y-ifj)”,. 
Inaddition, let B=span{b(.-(i,j) 1 Xk)}, wherek=l,2,3, (i,j)EZ’, and 
b(. / &) is the box spline with directions Xi, defined as 
X; = {e,, . . . . e,, e, +e,, . . . . e, + e2, e,, . . . . e2, e2-e,, . . . . e2-e,} 
-p 
r+2 r+2 r+2 r 
X;=(e ,,..., e,,e,+e, ,..., e,+e,,e, ,..., e,,e,-e, ,..., e,-e,> 
-m--y 
r+l r+2 r+2 r+l 
X;= {e,, . . . . e,,e, +e2, . . . . e,+e,,e,, . . . . e2,e2-e,, . . . . e2-e,} 
-y-p r r+2 r+2 r+2 
It is well known that B=IS,(Q) (cf. [3]) and 
S,(Q)=n,,+,+P+B 
(cf. [1,4, 121). Hence, it is suflicient to prove that both rc4r+4 and P are 
contained in B. It has already been proved by Jia [ 133 and Bamberger [11 
that 
max{m:~,~,cB}=min{3r+6,4r+5}. 
Thus., in view of (6) we have rc4r + 4 c B. To show that PC B, it is sufficient 
to prove 
P& E B, 3r+2<s<l<4r+4, (i,j)EZ’, k= 1, . . . . 4. (7) 
We only verify this fact for k = 1. Set 
K{,i,j=:span{p&:3r+2<s<1}, 
where 1~ 4r + 4. We first show that 
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Let C(. 1 XI) denote the cone splines (sometimes also called truncated 
powers) with directions X; and vertex at the origin. Following de Boor and 
DeVore [2] and de Boor and Hollig [4], we consider the linear map L,,, 
from span{ C( . 1 X;): i = 1,2, 3 } into the corresponding univariate spline 
space S,, = Su,Afl, . . . . t4), where a, b E 5X2, defined by 
bLbf)(f) =f(a + bt), tE[W. 
Of course, the break points t,, . . . . t4 are determined by the intersection of 
the vector a + bt with the grid lines e,, e, + e2, e,, e2 - e, . Now, let 
W(t) = (L,hC(. I U)(t). 
Then Mj are univariate B splines with knots indicated below: 
M;( .) = M{(. 1 t,, . ..) t,, t2, . ..) t,, t3, . ..) t,, t4, . ..) t4) 
-w-w 
r+2 ri2 r+2 r 
M;( .) = M;(. ( t,, . ..) t,, t,, . ..) t2, t,, . ..) t3, t,, . ..) t4) 
-v-Luv- 
r+ I r+2 r+2 r+l 
M$ .) = M;(. 1 t,, . ..) t,, t,, . ..) t*, t3, . ..) t3, t4, . ..) t4). 
_Nu--_Nz_ 
r i-+2 r+2 r+2 
The space S,, I ~~~~~~~ of restrictions of functions (L,,f)(t), with fin K;j;0,4, 
on the interval [t,, t2] has dimension r + 2. Hence, S,,, 1 C,,,t23 has basis 
{My, Mt} and S,,, 1 tl,,J has basis {Mi, Mi, M:}. Since both the cone 
splines C(. 1 z) and the functions in K$&4 are homogeneous functions of 
degree 4r + 4, we conclude that for each f in K$%4, there exist constants a; 
(i=O, 1 if r=O, and i=O, 1, 2 if r= 1) such that 
fhJ+~~jC(x,yI K)=O 
i 
on the cone {(x, y): o < y <x}, where r = 0, 1, SO that f - Ci ai C( . ) Xi) is 
supported in the cone {(x, y): y > 0 and y 3 x}. Therefore, by using a well 
known result in [3], we have K;Zro+04c B. By using the translation 
invariance property, we also have 2:;; 4 c B, for (i, j) E 2’. Since all 
function in Kf;0$3 can be written as linear combinations of functions from 
K$$ 4, where i E Z, the same argument also yields K;‘:o$3 c B, and hence, 
KTri; 3 c B, and so forth. This verifies (7) for k = 1. Hence, P c B. 
5. QUASI-INTERPOLATION FORMULAS 
We have already seen from Theorem 1 that the ms and qms splines f;, 
f;, f; form a partition of unity. To improve the approximation order, it is 
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necessary to construct quasi-interpolation formulas. Since the linear 
algebra involved in obtaining such formulas is very complicated, we only 
consider the special case Y = 1 in this paper. 
Let aii and fiii be linear functionals on C(Q) defined as 
and 
a,i(g)=Gg(i-$,j-$) 
- i[g(i- l,j- l)+g(i- l,j)+g(i,j- l)+g(i,j)] 
B,(g)=3g(i,j)-~[g(i--,j--t)+g(i--l,j+~) 
+ g(i+~,j-t)+g(i+~,j+t)]. 
We have the quasi-interpolation formula 
Q(g)=Caii(g)f~(.-((i,j))+CPo(g)(f~(.-(i,j))+f~(.- (kj))). 
ij ij 
It can be verified that 
vanishes at all grid points of the partition A for all g E rc3 and m f n < 2. 
This yelds the following 
PROPOSITION 3. Q(g)=gfor all g in xn3. 
Let I= [0, l] and for each gE C(Z’), define 
(Q, g)(x, Y) = (QgNnx, v). 
By a standard argument in approximation theory, we obtain the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf g E C(I*), then 
If, in addition, g E Ck(12), then 
4k 
IlQng-gl11~~6--( max lId’~“‘II 1 pk k! 12n ,r+s<k 
where k = 1, 2, 3,4. 
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6. FINAL REMARKS 
The techniques introduced in this paper can be extended to the study of 
minimal and quasi-minimal supported splines on any regular mesh in 08”. 
In a forthcoming paper, we will study recurrence relations, computational 
schemes, and other important properties of these functions. It should be 
emphasized that we have only considered ms and qms functions with con- 
vex supports. However, we do not anticipate the existence of ms and qms 
functions whose supports are not convex in the case of regular grid 
partitions. 
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